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1.0 Glass Artefact Analysis 
 
1.1 Introduction 
Glass represents one of the largest material classes in the collection.  There are 553 glass artefacts 
and seven different categories of glass forms, including bottles (flasks, phials, jars), stoppers, ink 
well, tableware, window glass, lamps and light bulbs. For five artefacts no form could be 
determined because they were too fragmented to determine any attribute beyond colour.  During 
cataloguing minimum vessels were identified for fragmented items.  For the purpose of this study 
minimum vessel counts are used throughout, so that artefact counts represented in the following 
discussion represent whole, partial, and fragmented items. Due to their relative high frequency, 
bottles are subject to in depth discussion.  Other categories of glass artefacts are subject to 
descriptive overviews. 
 
 
1.2 Bottles 
Bottle glass, with 152 whole bottles and 352 partial bottles and/or fragmented bottles, represent the 
majority of glass (91 percent) in the collection. The term “bottle” is used throughout this 
discussion to represent glass storage containers, such as bottles, flasks, jars, and phials.   
 
1.2.1  Temporal Analysis 
During the mid to late-nineteenth century, advancement in glass container manufacturing 
technologies developed at such at rate that documented diagnostic attributes serve to provide tight 
chronological data. These attributes are well-documented in the records and archives of leading 
bottle manufacturers, as well patent records for bottle and closure types. The containers produced 
by these new technologies display attributes that are readily recognisable and datable 
(Muncey1970; Jones et al., Jones 1986: Boow 1991). Diagnostic attributes and embossments were 
recorded and, where possible, function was assigned. Chronological data for manufacturing 
techniques is shown in Table 1.1.   
 
 

Table 1.1. Chronological Data for Glass Artefacts 
Technomorphology Date Range 
Finishing tool 1820-1920s 
Fire-polished 1880-1920s 
Non-machine made pre 1893 
Post bottom mould 1820s+ 
Cup bottom mould 1850 +  
3-part mould 1820s-1920s 
Semi-automatic machine-made 1893-1926 
Machine-made 1920+ 
Crown cap finish 1895+ 
External threaded finish 1885+ 
Internal ledge finish 1850-1910 
Codd bottle 1875-1930 
Lamont patent  1885-1900 

 
 
Documented manufacturer’s marks for glass containers further serve to establish date ranges (Boow 
1991; Toulouse 1971). Chronological and location data for manufacturers are shown in Table 1.2.  
A further chronological refinement comes from labelling practices (product embossments and 
labels on containers) and trademarks that also serve to aid in the establishment of data specific 
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information for these archaeological materials (Arnold 1985; Baldwin 1975; Boow 1991; Deutsher 
1999; Fikes 1987; Zumwalt 1980). Chronological and location data are shown in Table 1.3. 
 
Many bottles display multiple datable diagnostic attributes that are considered together when 
assigning temporal information to an individual bottle.  For example, there are 207 identified 
minimum bottles in the collection.   Fifty bottles are manufactured in a post bottom mould; 28 of 
this number also have fire polished finishes, 3 have internal ledges for a “club sauce” type stopper, 
2 are machine manufactured, 3 have finishes that were created with a finishing tool, and 1 has 
external threads.  Therefore, bottles with a post bottom moulds, alone or coupled with other 
datable attributes, produce four differing date ranges. Furthermore, product embossments and 
manufacturers’ marks provide temporal information.  Consideration of this data produced even 
more variety in date ranges for such bottles. Chronological data and source for manufacturers are 
shown in Table 1.2 and for bottlers in Table 1. 3.  
 
 
 
Table 1.2. Chronological and Locational Data for Manufacturers 
Manufacturer Date Range Location Country 
 Aire & Calden Glass Bottle Co. 1836-1913  Castleford, Yorkshire England 
 Australain Glass Manufacturers 1912-1922  Melbourne, VIC Australia 
 Barrett & Elers 1884+  London England 
 John Lamont 1876-1900s  Glasgow Scotland 
 Melbourne Glass Bottle Co. 1888-1900  Melbourne, VIC Australia 
 Melbourne Glass Bottle Co. 1902-1915  Melbourne, VIC Australia 
 Hazel-Atlas Glass Co 1920-1964  Wheeling, WV USA 
 Parke, Davis & Co. 1875- present  Detroit, Michigan USA 
 Vance & Ross 1904-1914  Alexandria, NSW Australia 
 Wood Bros Glass Co. 1828-1970  Barnclay England 
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Table 1.3. Chronological and Locational Data for Products 
Product Name Date Range Location Country 
 Angus & Co 1890-1970  Australia 
 P & J Arnold 1843+ London England 
 Bega Cheese Company 1900s+ Bega NSW Australia 
 Bishop's Granular Citrate of Magnesia 1876-1915 San Francisco USA 
 California Fig Syrup Co 1878-1970s California USA 
 C & B [Crosse & Blackwell] 1830-? London England 
 Champion's Vinegar 1763-1910 London England 
 Chesebrough MFG Co., Vaseline 1917-1972 Rochester, NY USA 
 Clements Tonic 1867+ Melbourne Australia 
 Dinneford's Fluid Magnesia 1880-1930s  England 
 Dixon's O.T. REGd. 1898+ Melbourne Australia 
 Anthony Hordern & Son, Universal 
Providers 

1914-1927 Sydney Australia 

 Horlick Malted Milk 1875+ Racine Wisconsin USA 
 Johnnie Walker 1857-present Ayrshire Scotland 
 Lea & Perrin's Worcestershire Sauce post 1837 Worcester England 
 Mabie Todd & Co. 1906-1952  Australia 
 Marshall, Pharmacist 1890+ Petersham NSW Australia 
 McIlraths (tomato sauce) 1905+ Sydney Australia 
 Mitchell & Co 1884-present Belfast Ireland 
 William J. Morey 1884+ Parramatta Australia 
 Newling & Walker 1885-1926 Parramatta Australia 
 Nujol 1900s-1940s  USA 
 Geo. Peacock Jam Manufacturer 1888-1891 Brisbane Australia 
 The Peacock m Company 1895-1906 Newtown Australia 
 Peter Dawson 1896-1930 Dufftown & 

Glasgow 
Scotland 

 L. W. Pye, Chemist 1892+ Parramatta Australia 
 Scott's Emulsion / Cod Liver Oil with 
Lime &  Soda (Alfred Scott) 

1871-1983 New York USA 

 Taylor Bros. Co Operative 1860+ Sydney Australia 
 Summons & Graham 1892-1930 Parramatta Australia 
 Tooth & Co. 1835-present Sydney, NSW Australia 
 Udolpho Wolfe's Aromatic Schnapps 1848-present Schiedam Netherlands 
 
Chronological data was established for 85 percent (n=127) bottles.  Terminus post quem data 
ranges from 1815 to 1937 with an 1880 mean date.  Terminus anti quem data ranges from 1870 to 
1970 with a 1919 mean date. Temporal analysis results indicate an 1880 – 1920 hypothetical date 
range for bottles in the collection. 
 
 
1.2.2 Bottle Use Patterns  
Bottles were classified on function or original use into seven general function categories; 
Alcohol/liquor (n=65), Beverage (n=14), Clerical (n=14), Food (n=56), Household (n=1), 
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Personal (n=6), and Pharmacy (n=43).  For eight bottles use could not be assigned. Each 
category is discussed below. 
  
 
Alcohol/ Liquor 
Alcohol related bottles are subcategorised into four specific functions: Beer/wine (n=19), 
Champagne (n=8), gin/schnapps (n=16), and spirits/whisky (n=22):   
 

• The only machine made alcohol bottles are five beer bottles (with crown cap finishes) 
• The majority of gin/schnapps bottles (n=11) are embossed “Udolpho Wolfe's Aromatic 

Schnapps, Schiedam.” 
• The majority of spirits bottles are whisky flasks (n=21): all similar in shape to the three 

from Peter Dawson Distilleries in Glasgow, Scotland. 
 
Beverages 
Beverage containers consist of nine aerated water, one cordial, an essence of coffee extract, a 
‘Pick-Me-Up’ beverage concentrate and two unspecified bottles.     

• All aerated water bottles with product embossments were from Parramatta firms (Newling 
& Walker and Summons & Graham).  

• The two cordial bottles are from Taylor Bros. Co Operative, Sydney.   
 
Clerical 
There are 14 ink bottles.  Two are rectangular penny ink bottles.  The others are slightly larger 
bottles of various shapes.   

• One bottle was from an English ink company (P. & J. Arnold) and three were from 
Australian companies (Angus & Co. and Mabie Todd & Co).   

• Two bottles with no product embossments were manufactured by the Australian Glass 
Works. 

 
Food 
There are 56 food related bottles subcategorised into 6 categories: condiments (n=19), oil/vinegar 
(n=4), preserves (n=1), sauce (n=12), milk (n=2), feeding (n=1), cheese (n=1) and 
pickles/chutney (n=6).  In addition there are 12 food related bottles with no specific function. 
 

• Condiments include a variety of culinary products, such as, Peck’s fish paste, Horlick’s 
malted milk powder, and Symington’s Ess. Of Coffee and Chicory.  

• The majority of sauce bottles (n=7) are the generic sauce bottle shape with internal ledge 
for glass stopper that is similar to Lea & Perrin or Holbrook sauce bottles.  Embossed 
bottles are limited to “McIlrath’s,” and “Peacock’s OK” tomato sauces and an unspecified 
sauce bottle for D. Mitchell & Co. Ltd, Sydney.  

• The “Cherub Feeding Bottle,” is common to type used throughout most of the nineteenth 
century.  It is irregularly shaped with an oval body with a flat resting point on the back 
side and a neck that is tilted away from the front of the bottle.  

• All of the oil/vinegar bottles have documented product embossments: three are Champion 
Vinegars and one is a Lewis & Whitty’s oil bottle 

• Of the six pickle/chutney bottles, two were identified by an embossed trademark (crossed 
Canadian and American flags) as “Canadian” pickle bottles.  Another bottle is embossed S. 
Freeman & Sons.  This firm was located on Allen Street in Pyrmont during the late 
nineteenth century (1895-1901). 

• A jar for “Bega” cheese is opaque white in colour and dates from early 1900s. 
• There are two milk bottles in the collection: one from Cowrie Dairy Supply in Queensland 

and another from the N.S.W Fresh Food & Ice Co.  
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• One machine made preserve jar is from the Crosse & Blackwell Co., London. 
 
Household 
There is one cloudy ammonia bottle in the Household category.  This bottle was embossed with a 
company name “FAUL__IN__,” (Fauldings) which had been partially obliterated by attempts to 
grind off the name.  This activity is an indicator of bottle reuse. Fauldings started as a 
pharmaceutical company in Adelaide in 1841.   
 
Personal 
All Personal related bottles are specifically classified as grooming related.  One contained lavender 
water, two perfume bottles, and three opaque white cosmetic jars. 
 
 
Pharmacy 
The collection consists of 24 medicine and 19 medicine/toiletries. Medicine bottles are subdivided 
in the pharmacy/chemist bottles, patent medicine bottles, and poison bottles.  

• Medicine 
o pharmacy bottles – These are bottles manufactured for exclusive use by specific 

businesses. 
 Morey Chemists, Parramatta 
 L. W. Pye, Chemist (by exam), Parramatta 
 Marshal Pharmacist, Petersham 

 
o patent medicine bottles – Most of the documented patent medicines in the collection 

are imported or originally developed in the England or the United States.  The one 
exception is Clement’s Tonic that is still manufactured by Felton, Grimwade and 
Bickford, which was established in Melbourne in 1867.  Documented embossments 
include:  

 Scott’s Emulsion, Cod Liver Oil with Lime and Soda – for consumption, 
coughs, etc. 

 California Fig Syrup Co. – effective relief for temporary constipation 
 Dinneford’s Fluid Magnesia – remedy for acidity of stomach, heartburn, 

headache, gout, and indigestion. 
 Nujol – a patent medicine cure for cancer 
 Warner’s Safe Cure (concentrated) – kidney, liver, Bright’s Disease,   

urinary disorders, female complaints, and malaria 
 Clements Tonic - is a nutritious tonic of herbs, vitamins and minerals to 

support recovery from illness and improve general well-being 
o Poison bottles were identified by their cobalt blue colour, shape, and embossments, 

which are “POISON” and “NOT TO BE TAKEN”. 
 

• Pharmacy/ med/toillet - The majority of these containers are a generic rectangular or oval 
body shape with rounded or chamfered corners, flat front and back panels for product 
labelling (paper) and stoppered finishes.  The only embossment is “Vaseline, Chesebrough, 
New York,” that is on a machine made jar with a threaded lid.  Classification of this 
product is complicated due to the range of uses, however, the original marketing of this 
product was as a treatment for wounds or burns (Panati 1987:247).  

 
1.2.3 Bottle Reuse 
The general perception is that by the end of the nineteenth century glass containers were mass 
produced, were relatively inexpensive, and consequently, readily disposable.  Therefore, they 
became increasingly popular as packaging for all manner of commercial products. However, there 
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is a rich history of bottle reuse in the archaeological record (Bush 1985; Carney 1998; Coroneous 
et al. 2001:192-193; Hill 1982:273-275). As Bush (1985:113) states, ‘Reuse must be considered 
whenever bottles are found and this complicates analysis’. 
 
Historically, bottles have been reused since their conception.  In the early days of the colonies, 
when most wine shipments were in cask form and bottles were also imported, empty bottles were 
valued items (Boow1991:24).  Until the mid- to late-nineteenth century, glass bottles in Australia 
were scarce and valuable, and the majority were reused until they broke. While the world’s glass 
industry was revolutionised during the mid-nineteenth century, Australia’s first successful glass 
works was not even established until 1866, when Joseph Ross opened the Sydney Glass Company. 
This was followed the establishment of the Melbourne Glass Bottle Works (1868) and the 
Australian Glass Works (1878).  Therefore, bottles as a readily disposable commodity did not start 
as soon as it did in other parts of the world and bottle reuse in many forms was common well into 
the twentieth century.  
 
The establishment of domestic glass houses was one of several factors that contributed, in turn, to 
the increased number of products available in bottles in the late nineteenth-century and early 
twentieth-century Australia.  The establishment of domestic bottle manufactories and technological 
advancements in bottle production meant that bottles were in more ready supply.  Scientific 
advancements, such as pasteurisation led to commercial package food products.  Legislation, such 
as the Victorian Health Act of 1890 dealt with sanitary and safe packaging issues.  Consequently, 
there was an increase in the variety of products available in bottles.  For example, while milk could 
still be obtained by the pail from the local shops until the late 1940s, commercially bottled milk 
was available in 1923 (Australian Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering 2000:100). 
However, there are also a number of factors that contributed to the continued practice of bottle 
reuse; reuse practices that took many forms, including: 
 

• Owner reuse 
• Other commercial reuse 
• Domestic reuse 
• Transformational reuse 
 

Owner Reuse 
In some industries bottles were still an expensive commodity.  For example, due to pressurisation, 
aerated water bottles were more costly than the product they contained and the bottles had to be 
reused several times before the owner made a profit (Carney 1998:84).  In this collection there are 
11 bottles embossed with phrases such as, ‘This bottle is the property of... or in one instance ‘This 
bottle contains milk bottled for sale by the N.S.W. Fresh Food and Ice Co. Ltd. This bottle 
remains the property of above and cannot be legally used or sold by others’.  These embossments 
were on a variety of product bottles, including food, alcohol, ink, milk and cordial.  That nine of 
these bottles are machine-made (1920+) indicates bottle reuse by bottlers was common practice in 
early twentieth-century Parramatta. 
 
Apparently, this practice was also common among other merchants, such as chemists, that used 
large numbers of bottles in their business (Bush 1985:115).  There are three bottles in the 
collection embossed with local chemists’ names.   
 

 Morey Chemists, Parramatta 
 L. W. Pye, Chemist (by exam), Parramatta 
 Marshal Pharmacist, Petersham 
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Other Commercial Reuse 
Throughout the nineteenth century there were business dedicated to trading in used bottles.  Some 
were as small as the local street collector or the Bottle’O man that was prominent in city and town 
streets during the economic recession of the 1890s (Coroneos et al 2001:192). Bottles were either 
returned to their rightful owner to receive the deposit or resold to larger second-hand bottle 
businesses.  One obvious example of bottle reuse in the 
collection is a cloudy ammonia bottle where attempts 
have been made to obliterate the embossed bottler’s 
name. 
 
Domestic Reuse 
In the home reuse of bottles was, and to some extent still 
is, a common practice.  Commercial jars and bottles were 
commonly reused to store home manufactured foods, 
such as sauces, jams, pickles, chutneys and beers, but 
could just as easily held paint, water or buttons (Carney 
1999:88). Several of the bottles in the 1 Smith Street 
collection contained residue of contents that was other 
than the original use of the container.  One such example 
is a milk bottle which contains a dark sticky oil base 
residue (Figure 1.1). Another milk bottle is from the 
Cowrie Dairy Supply Co. in Queensland.  It is highly 
probable that this bottle was either subject to domestic 
reuse or perhaps commercial reuse. 
 
Transformational Reuse 
Transformation of the bottle to another functional role, such as a wine bottle becoming a candle 
holder, Codd bottles broken by children to obtain the marble stoppers, or soda water bottles used 
as garden edging (Hill 1982:296; Carney 1999:88) There is no conclusive evidence of any bottles 
in the collection subject to transformational reuse. 
 
 
1.3 Tableware 
There is a small quantity of tableware in the collection, including one stemware, one unspecified 
tableware, eight tumblers and one press glass dish.  The patterns or styles of these vessels are 
common for the nineteenth century. 
  

• The one stemware item has a trumpet-shaped bowl. 
• The dish is light lime green in colour, rectangular in shape with sloping sides that have a 

ribbed press moulded exterior and smooth interior and scalloped rim. 
• Six of the tumblers are press moulded and one is cut in variations of classic gothic styles. 
• One tumbler is a high quality vessel with an engraved swirled pattern around the 

midsection of the body. 
 
 
1.4 Lighting 
Lighting related artefacts consist of vertical wick lamps and incandescent lamps.  Temporally, both 
of these lighting methods date within the late nineteenth century to early twentieth century date 
range established for the remainder of the glass in the collection.  While the incandescent lamp 
types found in the collection were in use by 1907, Parramatta did not have electrical service until 
1913 (Reference Please). 
 

 
Figure 1.1. Milk bottle with oil 
based residue. 
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1.4.1  Incandescent Lamps 
There are four incandescent lamps (light bulbs) in the collection.  The single wire tungsten or 
tantalium filament forms a cage, fastened by numerous metallic supports to a central glass tub 
extending in the bulb.  Lamps of this type were commercially produced after 1907. One lamp has a 
tip, representing the pumping opening, which was in general use until 1925.  The other three lamps 
are similar in shape and size, except the pumping opening is absent.  The pumping opening, which 
facilitated the injection of gas into the bulb, disappeared from the top of the bulb after 1925 when 
the glass-blowing and vacuum machines were developed.  This type of lamp was gradually 
replaced by coiled or spirally wound filament in the early 1930s (Woodhead et al. 1984: 73-79) 
 
1.4.2  Vertical Wick Lamps 
Vertical wick lamps come in many shapes and sizes.  Common characteristics are that they have an 
enclosed liquid fuel reservoir and an open top to accommodate a burner.  Many versions of this 
type of lamp were patented around the 1850s; most notably and English and American patents by 
James Young for his paraffin oil burning lamp (Woodhead et al. 1984:38) One plain fragment, one 
press glass reservoir (font), and one etched and engraved partial reservoir were recovered during 
the excavations at 1 Smith Street. 
 
1.5 Window Glass 
Two fragments of window glass are included in the collection.  They are light green and range in 
thickness from 1.2 to 2.2 mm.   
 
1.6 Stoppers 
The majority of the stoppers in the collection are the type generally referred to as “club sauce” 
stoppers.  However, several were also found in bores of whisky flasks.  Seven such stoppers were 
found with no association to a particular bottle. Three of the seven club sauce stoppers had a cork 
sleeve covering the shank.  These stoppers were introduced circa 1850 and were in use until the 
1950s.  In addition, there was one “Barrett and Elers” patented hard rubber stopper (1884+) 
 
1.7 Ink Well 
The one ink well is a high quality, possibly lead glass, cube shaped vessel.  It has cut chamfered 
corners, a ground and polished base and measures approximately 45x45x40mm. 
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